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The problem of transfer of risk about floating cargo is heaving into our 
sight again, as ad hoc clauses are made on it in <Incoterms 2010>. 
Accompanied by the accelerated process of economic globalization, trade on 
floating cargo is increasing day by day, especially for the transport of bulk 
commodities such as oil, gas, grain and mineral. Relatively floating cargo has 
more complicated delivery, which needs long transportation by sea, therefore 
cargos may inevitably face the risk of loss or damage, such as theft, fire, 
wreck, broken and some other matters not belong to normal loss. The risk of 
goods is one of the major problems for both sellers and buyers. Transport of 
risk is directly related to the benefit and it is also the focus of differences and 
disputes.  
Chapter One introduces the concept and characteristics of the risk 
transfer of floating cargo and analyses three basic doctrines: the Contract 
Formation Doctrine, Proprietary Doctrine and Delivery Doctrine. Chapter Two 
Analyses the relevant provisions for transfer of risk of floating cargo in 
Foreign Law based on three doctrines. Chapter III is the crucial part, as well 
as the innovation of this paper, this chapter would comprehensively analyzes 
the risk-transfer rules on "Procure the Goods already so Delivered", proposing 
suggestions for the understanding and application of the new risk-transfer rule, 
then give a particular research on Clause 68 in CISG. Based on the former 
theoretical research, and on the research of the Chinese Contract Law, the 
suggestions to better apply Clause 144 in Contract Law are proposed in 
Chapter Four. 
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第一章  路货风险转移的基本概念分析 
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